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Confessions of a British Doctor (The Confessions Series) Aug 29 2019 THE UK’S
BESTSELLING EBOOK OF 2011. Benjamin Daniels is angry. He is frustrated, confused,
baffled and, quite frequently, very funny. He is also a GP. These are his confessions.
Thank You for Caring Nov 12 2020 Mary Zaia's Thank You for Caring: A Celebration of
Nurses, Doctors, and Other Health-Care Heroes helps you show your support and gratitude for
those who give so much. We depend upon the dedication of health-care providers to care for
us and our loved ones at some of our most vulnerable times. One of the best gifts we can give
in return: recognition of the challenging conditions they face so gracefully each day and
support for the special calling to service they have answered. With this collection of moving
quotes, celebrate the extraordinary character of nurses, doctors, and all health-care providers
to put others first and touch our lives in so many meaningful ways.
Naughty Nurse Jun 27 2019 "Listen. A good man will recognize when he has a good woman
on his hands. That's all I'm sayin'."Austin Romero crash lands in Nereida Kelly's perfectly
boring life.She's a typical RN working too many hours with a man who doesn't appreciate her.A
patient on the verge of death comes into the ER and her heart stops.There's something
magnetic about him... something alluring... something dangerous.She can't stop herself from
wanting to be close to him.With her relationship falling apart, Nereida sets her eyes on
someone else. Austin.Austin Romero has his secrets...His hot nurse, Nereida Kelly, risks
getting too close and threatens to blow his past wide open.He should stay away from her at all
costs.Yet, it's not every day a man's blessed with a thick, full-figured nurse like Nereida
Kelly.His alpha male instinct takes over. She must be his... spiritually, emotionally, sexually...
Secrets, bad blood, and danger be damned. He has to have a taste. Austin must turn this good
woman into his naughty nurse. This book was briefly published in 2015 under a previous title
but has since then been extensively reworked into this brand new, smokin' hot new novella.
This slow-burn interracial BWWM romance builds to an ultra-steamy satisfying finish that will

keep you hooked 'til the end as you unlock more and more of the secrets keeping the
characters apart...
Turned into a Female Nurse Apr 29 2022 Michelle Beaufort is a nineteen year old boy of
French parentage hoping to start a new career as a male nurse. When he turns up on his first
day at the hospital only to discover that there’s been an administrative error, he finds that he’s
about to join an all female class - as a girl! His new roommate, Tanya, soon embraces the
challenge of having her unexpectedly male roommate pass himself off as a girl with the aid of
her friends. Between them they manage to coerce and fool Michelle into putting on her clothes
in order to hide his true gender. He soon finds himself being immersed into a deception that
could cost him his career and invite the ridicule and shame of his family. To make matters
worse, his roommates and fellow student nurses seem perfectly happy to torment him sexually,
thoroughly enjoying having a boy dressed as a girl in their midst and totally under their control.
Michelle will need to decide whether he wants to escape his fate as a young female nurse being targeted sexually by more than just his female roommates - or whether he’s content to
submit to a very different life as a girl. Is it already too late to change his fate? Will he face
expulsion as a fraud or will he find a way to come to terms with his new identity? Follow
Michelle as he finds himself being feminized and dominated by his fellow student nurses in a
world of sexual torment and submission. This is a sexually explicit tale of male feminization
designed strictly for adults only, including scenes of masturbation, m/f oral sex, m/m oral sex,
anal play & anal sex. Categories: Transgender, Feminization, Forced Feminization, Sissy
Fiction, Transgender Erotica, Erotica Short Stories, Transvestite Fiction, Femdom.
Zero Days in Safety Sep 10 2020 In this book the author explores his journey from a carefullyconstructed and well-engrained narrative of safety into emotional upheaval and despair
resulting from a traumatic accident. The author, an administrator, nurse, and nurse educator,
also presents his entree into nursing, flirts with the covert-and often overt-misandry he
experienced from instructors and colleagues, ending on a hopeful note as he received care
from many of the students he educated. In tandem, the author celebrates his Faith as well as
nursing theory and the QSEN competencies, all of which had a positive impact on his outlook
and care.
Man in a Female World Aug 02 2022 The author joined the nursing profession a few short
years after the National Health Service was launched, and when nursing was still an almost
entirely female occupation. In the present era of political correctness and studied avoidance of
sexual discrimination, male nurses are not exposed to the horrors which Mike Bolger recalls so
amusingly in this book. The book is illustrated with cartoons which exactly identify the
situations Mike Bolger describes, and add an extra dimension to an already rich tapestry. This
is one of those books that have to be read from cover to cover. Everyone who has ever worked
in the nursing profession will recognise the total authenticity of the stories Mike tells, and
everyone, nurse or not, will be able to laugh and cry with him.
The Story of Me a Black Nurse Jun 19 2021 This narrative is about the personal struggles of
being a Black Woman and being a Black Professional in a society that is still bound with racial
and gender bias. Her stories navigate you through the career of a young woman who has
hopes, dreams, needs, a purpose and aspirations but she faces constant opposition to fulfilling
and attaining these basic human requirements. Like so many people of color before her, she
achieves a certain measure of success but the measure of success is minor compared to what
she must do to achieve it. It is a reflection of the despair she was feeling when she wrote it but
does not fully reveal the appreciation, compassion and love that she has for mankind. It is time

for a change!
The Nurse's Secret Sep 30 2019 Set in 1880s New York and based on the little-known story of
America’s first nursing school, acclaimed author Amanda Skenandore’s new historical novel is
a fascinating story of one woman’s search for identity and independence. In the slums of
1880s New York, Una Kelly has grown up to be a rough-and-tumble grifter, able to filch a
pocketbook in five seconds flat. But when another con-woman pins her for a murder she didn’t
commit, Una is forced to flee. Running from the police, Una lies her way into an unlikely refuge:
the nursing school at Bellevue Hospital. Based on Florence Nightingale’s nursing principles,
Bellevue is the first school of its kind in the country. Where once nurses were assumed to be
ignorant and unskilled, Bellevue prizes discipline, intellect, and moral character, and only
young women of good breeding need apply. At first, Una balks at her prim classmates and the
doctors’ endless commands. Yet life on the streets has prepared her for the horrors of injury
and disease found on the wards, and she slowly gains friendship and self-respect. Just as she
finds her footing, Una’s suspicions about a patient’s death put her at risk of exposure, and will
force her to choose between her instinct for self-preservation, and exposing her identity in
order to save others. Amanda Skenandore brings her medical expertise to a page-turning story
that explores the evolution of modern nursing—including the grisly realities of nineteenthcentury medicine—as seen through the eyes of an intriguing and dynamic heroine. PRAISE
FOR AMANDA SKENANDORE’S THE SECOND LIFE OF MIRIELLE WEST “In this superior
historical, the author’s diligent research, as well as her empathetic depiction of those subjected
to forced medical isolation, make this a winner.” —Publishers Weekly
Get Well Soon! May 07 2020 Falling into the nursing profession, Kristy Chambers spent
almost a decade working with a wide range of people, ranging from drug addicts to cancer
patients. Dark, humorous, honest, and compassionate, this memoir illustrates the incredible
work nurses do and the many challenges they face. A tribute to the wonderfully brave people
Chambers met during her career, this book portrays both joyous and difficult experiences.
My Daddy, the Amazing Nurse Mar 29 2022 Are you looking for a fun children's book that
teaches kids about what nurses do every day?My Daddy the Amazing Nurse is an easy-tofollow read-along picture book that teaches kids about the field of nursing and highlights men
in this highly-respected career.This book - written by a Registered Nurse -- is filled with colorful
and engaging illustrations by artist Graham Evans that will capture the attention of children. My
Daddy the Amazing Nurse promotes gender positivity and talks about many of the vital roles
that nurses play in health care.Grab your copy of My Daddy the Amazing Nurse today and set
off on a learning adventure with your children!
The Nurses Apr 05 2020 A New York Times bestseller. “A funny, intimate, and often jawdropping account of life behind the scenes.”—People Nurses is the compelling story of the
year in the life of four nurses, and the drama, unsung heroism, and unique sisterhood of
nursing—one of the world’s most important professions (nurses save lives every day), and one
of the world’s most dangerous, filled with violence, trauma, and PTSD. In following four nurses,
Alexandra Robbins creates sympathetic characters while diving deep into their world of
controlled chaos. It’s a world of hazing—“nurses eat their young.” Sex—not exactly like on TV,
but surprising just the same. Drug abuse—disproportionately a problem among the best and
the brightest, and a constant temptation. And bullying—by peers, by patients, by hospital
bureaucrats, and especially by doctors, an epidemic described as lurking in the “shadowy, dark
corners of our profession.” The result is a page-turning, shocking look at our health-care
system.

Fetch Nurse Connie Feb 25 2022 London, 1945 and as the end of the war is declared and the
troops start returning home, the nurses of the East End are joining in the celebrations. For
Nurse Connie Byrne the end of the war signals the beginning of a new chapter and as the
revelries go on around the city, Connie's mind is on another celebration that she'll be able to
arrange - the wedding to her sweetheart, Charlie, set to take place as soon as he arrives
home. But when Connie meets Charlie off the train at London Bridge, she finds that his
homecoming isn't quite going to go according to plan... Connie's busy professional life, and the
larger-than-life patients in the district, offer a welcome distraction, but for how long? If nursing
in the East End has taught Connie anything, it's that life is full of surprises... A heart-warming
family saga, perfect for fans of Nadine Dorries and Annie Groves.
Confessions of a School Nurse (The Confessions Series) Mar 05 2020 From the people who
brought you the bestselling Confessions of a GP.
The Female Touch Apr 17 2021 Lacy Jones is hired at Dr. Eve Lyons' urology practice,
instantly welcomed into a sisterhood of nurses. However, she discovers her expectations
require more than the average employment. At a work social gathering, Lacy is forced to admit
her husband's short comings. Armed with the information, Eve exploits the opportunity, preying
upon a new victim. Forcing Mr. Jones onto the examination table, he will face pleasurably
humiliating treatments for premature ejaculation. Though, the moment Dr. Lyons sees him, she
is haunted by a familiar face. What was intended to be a fetish fix, turns into a mission of
revenge. Warning: This 19,000 word story contains graphic language, erotic situations, oral
sex, straight sex, male submission, medical play, anal play, orgasm denial, prostate play,
enema play, penis milking, exhibition (F/F), voyeurism, domination, submission, humiliation,
medical fetish, doctor/patient sex, sex with medical instruments, and is a story for adults (18+)
Nurse! Nurse! Jul 21 2021 'Engaging, compassionate and often very moving' Daily Mail A
student nurse's story As punishment for some youthful high jinks, 16-year-old Jimmy Frazier is
made to volunteer in a London hospital. The experience shocks him, and he swears he will
never set foot on a ward again. Two decades later, older but not a lot wiser, some strange
twists of fate lead Jimmy back to hospital - but this time as a student nurse. Along with a
motley crew of fellow students, Jimmy throws himself into the heart of the NHS. Whether
caring for patients in children's hospitals, prisons, mental health facilities or post-surgical
wards, Jimmy and his fellow students attempt to make a difference. On their way they are
inspired by the angelic Super Nurse and the acid-tongued Mr Temple. But can they stick out
the three years it takes to make the grade as a fully-qualified nurse...?
One Percent of You Jan 03 2020 Make no mistakes about it. I know what I look like to others.
Young, government-aided, pregnant mom. They see Lucy on my hip, and they see a mistake. I
mean, why else would someone have a child so young, right? They couldn't be more wrong.
I'm too busy most days between parenting, work, and finishing up my last year of nursing
school to let their judging gaze tear me down until he moves into the vacant house next to the
apartments I live in.His cold, blunt observation of us doesn't differ from any other stranger. He
doesn't know me, but he's already painting a picture of who he thinks I am in his mind. He
judges my very round belly, Lucy's inability to leave him alone, the bags under my eyes, and
the fact that I couldn't care less what I look like anymore.He's a rude guy. Stays that way for
months too. Then something happens, I'm not even sure what. Judgmental Guy decides Lucy
and me-as well as baby Eli, are worth his friendship.Turns out, Judgmental Guy isn't too meanokay, he kind of still is. But he graduates to Elijah. I build an unlikely friendship with him which
deems it necessary for him to start smiling around me and my kids. I'm wrong again. Elijah isn't

rude. He's terrifying. His strange acts of kindness are unraveling me. Elijah is only my
friend.Right? Oh, fudge. I think I'm wrong. Again.
Confessions of a GP (The Confessions Series) Oct 12 2020 Benjamin Daniels is angry. He is
frustrated, confused, baffled and, quite frequently, very funny. He is also a GP. These are his
confessions.
Men in Nursing Sep 03 2022 Named an Outstanding Academic Title for 2007 byChoice! "[A]
fascinating historical perspective on men in nursing; the societal stereotypes associated with
nurses and nursing; and the gender-based barriers facing males in the profession and those
considering nursing as a career....Everyone in the expanding health care delivery system
should read this book on men's contributions to the field of nursing. Essential." --Choice From
the Foreword: "At a time when all of the world's talent must be tapped to provide the top-notch
quality of health care that we all need and deserve, no profession can afford to ignore any of its
brightest and best. Gender neutrality in nursing must be attained; our future patients deserve it.
Thankfully this book will help." --- Eleanor J. Sullivan, PhD, RN, FAAN, Former Dean,
University of Kansas School of Nursing and Past President, Sigma Theta Tau International
"This book is the first of its kind and a very valuable addition to the nursing literature .It is an
excellent read and has many implications for nursing education " Score: 96, 4 stars --Doody's
"The editors and contributors...are not afraid to tackle controversial topics like reverse gender
discrimination in nursing leadership, masculine styles of nursing care, and the effects of gender
on communication and workplace relationships. Other chapters explore the history and
accomplishments of the American Assembly for Men in Nursing (AAMN), lessons learned from
other countries...and future leadership opportunities for male nurses in the 21st century,
including recommendations for a men's health nurse practitioner curriculum." --Minority Nurse
If you're thinking about a career in nursing or currently practicing in the field, this new
innovative guide is just for you. For the first time, authors, educators and practicing nurses,
Chad O'Lynn and Russell Tanbarger offer a unique insider's view to how men work, succeed,
and survive in this fast growing segment of the healthcare industry. From the barriers and
stereotypes men must overcome, to the basic daily work needs they have as nurses, this book
covers the entire spectrum of career-based issues men face today and have faced in the past.
Men in Nursing is the perfect guide for men seeking a career in this fast growing industry. From
insider advice and real-life experiences, this new innovative and inspiring guide is a must-have
for everyone involved in the field today. Topics Covered Include: History-Presents an
inspirational overview of the contributions men have made to the nursing field. Current Issues Provides recommendations to address barriers such as reverse discrimination, workplace
communication and leadership. Worldwide Perspective - Includes examples from countries
outside the United States proving similarities and concerns exist throughout the world. Future
Directions-Offers insight and solutions in order to grow and maintain the interest and
enthusiasm of men for careers in nursing. Essential Data Included: List of U.S. Nursing
Schools for Men Curriculum Recommendations Top 10 Barriers Men Face Important Research
Data o lynn olynn
The Male Concubine Dec 14 2020 The Princess of a small African country is afforded the
company of a human teddy bear a blond boy of unknown origin. The Dominant and devious
nurse uses the boy to teach and mold the Princess into the most Dominant of females, denying
the boy clothing and using his anatomy to instruct the Princess on the weaknesses and
vulnerabilities of the male gender. In time, an evil doctor castrates the boy and inserts penal
implants... thus the Princess can have her cake and eat it too! No risk of procreation, but a

permanently stiffened organ constantly available to satisfy her girlish pleasure. Upon the death
of the King, the Princess becomes the Queen, where her unusual upbringing imbues her with
an aura of power and admirable selfconfidence. She easily assumes her duties of omnipotent
ruler, having been well served in her youth dominating her male companion. The Queen finds
the Palace dungeon to be an ideal facility for the imprisonment of border intruders and
treasonist, foolishly proud males. Her goal is to turn her dungeons into a showcase of her
power. Written in the traditional'gothic' style of Chris Bellows, the male concubine undergoes
thorough domination by the Superior sex. Other miscreant males find themselves serving as
beasts of burden on the doctor's farm. NOTE: This book is not for the uninitiated reader of
Femdom D/s literature. For those merely curious about erotica, do no select this for your first
read.
Don't Piss Off a Nurse!! Dec 26 2021 Tony Welks tells his version of the story. Pissed off at
the Nursing profession and his back stabbing coworkers he plots his revenge. Tony tells a
cynical tale of what its like to be a nurse in this modern day materialistic society. Few know the
trials of a nurse. Welcome to our divisive world.
Call Nurse Millie Nov 24 2021 'A delightful, well researched story that really does depict
nursing and the living conditions in the East End at the end of the war' Lesley Pearse London
is putting itself back together and twenty-five-year-old Millie is at the forefront of the effort as
she tends to the East End community around her. While she witnesses tragedy and brutality in
her job, Millie also finds strength and kindness as her training begins to pay off, helping her to
bring her patients back to health and welcome babies into the world. But it's not only the
patients that need Millie as matters of the heart bring both tears and joy for the young nurses.
With grit and gumption, Millie and her friends do their best to find their way through first loves
and heartbreaks, and balancing their duty of care with looking after each other. But when
misfortune befalls her own family, it is the enduring spirit of the community that shows Millie
that even the toughest of circumstances can be overcome. An absorbing and richly detailed
novel following the life and work of a young nurse in post-war East London - perfect for anyone
who loved CALL THE MIDWIFE.
Male Nurse Heart Brains Muscles Dad Jan 15 2021 Surprise a Registered nurse for Birthday,
Father's day, Christmas, to say thank you, or any other occasion. Perfect gift for the male
nurse co-workers, family member or friend! This journal paper has 108, wide-ruled paper with a
line at the top for date. Journals are a big part of personal self-help and well being and are
often enjoyed by people who would like to write down their thoughts, often during a particularly
challenging transition in their lives, for example, pregnancy, rehabilitation, illness or therapy.
you may also like to journal while traveling, taking part in a new activity (like a class) or when
they're planning something exciting like a wedding or adoption. This Journal is also popular
with people who would like to make a change in their lifestyle so they may use it to document
their sleeping, exercise, cleaning or eating habits, their dreams or their thoughts about their
relationship or financial affairs. OR .... use as a handy-sized blank lined pad of paper, notebook
with a lovely cover. This is a great choice when looking for a gift for the nurses in your life. Buy
one for yourself today!
Confessions of a Male Nurse (The Confessions Series) Nov 05 2022 From the people who
brought you the bestselling Confessions of a GP.
Oh, Nurse! Jun 07 2020 You think hospitals are full of calm competent professionals? You're
about to get a true behind-the-scenes look at exactly what it's like to be a nurse. (And a male
nurse, at that!) Oh, Nurse! is David Daniels's first-hand account of his experiences as a nurse,

offering personal anecdotes to peel open the curtain to unveil the secrets of the nursing life.
Following Daniels over the course of his 30-year career, this book helps the reader discover
the hidden truths of medical professionals, both good and not so good, and it even describes
specific instances where he either succeeds or fails to help particular patients. This book will
show you: - The good, bad, and ugly everyday life of a nurse. - The nuances of being a male in
a female-dominated profession. - What it takes to be successful in the medical field. - Hidden
truths of medical professionals from dirty secrets in the break room to losing the motivation to
help patients. With its memoir structure, Oh, Nurse! brings the nursing profession to life. As
David Daniels finds the strength to overcome his own hurdles, he also manages to help his
patients find joy and hope in the grimmest of situations. And with this tell-all book, he aims to
do the same for you.
Yoga for Nurses Feb 13 2021 "Yoga for Nurses provides the means for nurses to support and
enhance our ability to care for ourselves. It gives nurses information and strategies to deal with
the physical and mental imperatives found in our daily work life." --Jill Howie Esquivel, RN,
PhD University of California, San Francisco (From the Foreword) "The first yoga instruction
book directed specifically toward nurses....Dr. Kollak...has written a book that assists nurses in
taking time to care for themselves. The content in this book could be easily incorporated into a
nursing inservice program as a means to prevent on-the-job, stress-related injuries." --Cindy
Ann Howell, RN, MS, CNOR, CMLSO University of Texas, MD Anderson Cancer Center Don't
let mental stress, chronic pain, and fatigue disrupt your professional and personal life any
longer. Dr. Ingrid Kollak's Yoga for Nurses offers a tested therapy, proven to alleviate physical
and mental pain, stress, and fatigue. As a yoga expert and a registered nurse herself, Dr.
Kollak can show you how yoga is able to prevent and cure common ailments such as chronic
neck and back pain, headaches, sore eyes, and lack of sleep. With this book, you'll learn how
yoga works physically to reduce pain by stretching and strengthening muscles made tense
from your normal, repetitive work routine. Kollak also shows you how yoga works on a mental
level to provide an exceptional anti-stress program. This book, written by a nurse for nurses,
presents a series of yoga exercises and practices that will allow you to regain your strength,
reduce your physical pain, revitalize your mind, and transform your entire work experience.
Key Features: Author is both a yoga expert and registered nurse Includes large print photos,
detailing how each exercise should be done Contains different levels of yoga exercises, from
easy-to-learn to advanced Exercises can be used both at work and in the home A fun,
rewarding read!
Danger: I'm a Nurse with a Penis: Stories and Lessons from the Field Jul 09 2020 I follow only
one rule: go to where the pain is. I've been a male nurse for 5 years and want to share my
adventures. I've also asked the following questions as guideposts: What do men really need to
know about nursing? What can I share to add value to people considering nursing as a career?
What would I have wanted to know when I was 18 years old? How could I express what people
need to know, not what they want to know? I quit nursing, only to come back again. Here are
some stories and lessons along the way. All the best, Walt Cummings
Murse. the Man. the Myth. the Legend. Dec 02 2019 Are you looking for a fun gift for someone
close to you? This is a perfect blank, lined journal for men, women, and children. Great for
taking down notes, reminders, and crafting to-do lists. Also a great creativity gift for decoration
or for a notebook for school or office! Your new journal includes Beautiful matte-finished cover
Fresh white paper 108 pages 6x9 inch format We have even more wonderful titles that you'll
enjoy! Be sure to click on the author name for other great journal ideas.

Confessions of a Community Nurse Feb 02 2020 The difference between a student nurse and
a registered professional, the past and the future, is simply one day. From travel sickness in
the back of an ambulance to chasing 87-year-old patients down the corridors of care homes,
from borderline assault to ulcers big enough to fit your fist into, Confessions of a Community
Nurse follows the experiences of Lucy and her transition from timid student to a healthcare
professional in the NHS. After a shaky start to her career, Lucy has now encountered every
bodily fluid going, smelled things no-one should ever have to smell, and resisted the urge to
bang her head against a wall more times than she can count. Between fond attachments to
patients and wanting to hand them the nails for their own coffins, Lucy has flourished in the
healthcare profession, not being afraid to speak up for her patients but also not being afraid to
speak up for herself. Offering a completely truthful insight into being a 'baby nurse', it is funny
and honest, but also emotional and humbling. Written as a memoir, it may just change the way
you think about district nursing and open the mind to understanding the frustrations, and
passions, of healthcare staff and patients alike.
The Good Nurse Mar 17 2021 NOW A NETFLIX FILM STARRING EDDIE REDMAYNE AND
JESSICA CHASTAIN After his arrest in 2003, registered nurse Charlie Cullen was quickly
dubbed 'The Angel of Death' by the media. But Cullen was no mercy killer, nor was he a simple
monster. He was a favourite son, husband, beloved father, best friend and celebrated
caregiver. Implicated in the deaths of as many as 300 patients, he was also perhaps the most
prolific serial killer in American history. Cullen's murderous career in the world's most trusted
profession spanned sixteen years and nine hospitals. Chronicling Cullen's deadly career and
the breathless efforts to stop him, The Good Nurse paints an incredibly vivid portrait of
madness and offers an urgent, terrifying tale of murder, friendship and betrayal.
In Stitches Aug 10 2020 The true story of an A&E doctor that became a huge word-of-mouth
hit.
In Rude Health Sep 22 2021 From the man with a device lodged far inside his body whose
batteries refuse to run out to a woman with a plunger super-glued to her vagina, In Rude
Health recounts real life tales from the coal face of the NHS. From doctors, nurses,
physiotherapists, psychiatrists and dentists come a range of eye-popping, side-splitting acts of
misadventure that have had the medical profession weeping into their face masks as they
attended to members of the great British public in their hour of need. From the publishers of
UK Booksellers Association Top 5 Christmas book, 101 Uses of a Dead Kindle, In Rude Health
is a riotous account of the weird, the warped and the whacky ways we end up in the hands of
the medical profession.
THE PATIENT NURSE Jan 27 2022 Noreen is a nurse who has never been loved. She
secretly loves Ramon, a heart surgeon, but he seems to have a vendetta against her. She has
no idea if the throbbing pain in her chest is because of her chronic heart condition or, in fact,
her broken heart. One day, she falls seriously ill, and the surgeon who operates on her is none
other than Ramon! He finally learns about Noreen’s feelings, but is it too late for him to mend
her broken heart?
A Man's Guide to a Nursing Career Jul 01 2022 Named a 2013 PROSE Award Honorable
Mention in Nursing and Allied Health Sciences Winner of the Dr. Gene Tranbarger Writing
Award from the American Assembly for Men in Nursing "Though O'Lynn emphasizes a male
perspective on becoming a nurse, this book should be required reading for anyone thinking
about entering the nursing profession....The section on nursing education from the perspective
of both students and instructors is worth the price of the book....Highly

recommended."--Choice: Current Reviews for Academic Libraries “I love this book. It has
inspired and motivated me to continue to do something for men in nursing at the college where
I teach as well as for men in our delivery rooms and postpartum units. We need to move
beyond women and children and include men as fathers to truly promote wellness for families.”
--Janet Ierardi, MSN, RNC, CNE Assistant Professor Family Focused Nursing Lawrence
Memorial/Regis College Nursing Program This is a nuts and bolts guide to a career in
nursing--from the earliest consideration of a nursing career through education and clinical
practice--designed specifically for men. Written by the author of Men in Nursing: History,
Challenges and Opportunities, it was created at the request of numerous colleagues for a book
that addressed the practical needs and concerns of men throughout their nursing career
journey. The text presents the numerous career paths available in nursing along with a
consideration of their financial benefits, job security, personal fulfillment, and the need for
nurses who are adept at information management and high tech-skills. The history of nursing is
discussed through biographies of nine remarkable male nurses, offering much needed
historical role models. The guide discusses strategies for dealing with a rigorous nursing
curriculum compounded by the challenges of anti-male sentiment that is sometimes present. It
takes the reader from day one of nursing school through the licensing exam and also
addresses the specific needs of second-degree and accelerated program students. The book
discusses the obstacles that may result from cross-gender nursing communication and
relationships with a focus on teamwork. Also covered are professional development and
leadership concerns in light of criticism from some women that men advance for self-serving
reasons or “on the backs” of women colleagues. Key Features: Discusses how to navigate the
rigors of nursing school along with strategies for success Explains how cope with anti-male
sentiment Describes how to create an application that stands out from the pack Helps male
students to boost caring skills and touch patients in ways that reflect professionalism, empathy,
and skill Includes helpful advice for landing a first job
Confessions of a Male Nurse May 31 2022 A dark comic novel about life, love, pain, nursing,
and being gay, this book takes you on a rollercoaster ride through the on-and-off duty life of a
gay male nurse in the early 1980s before AIDS became omnipresent. It tells how he wants to
make a difference with his life by helping those in need.
The Language of Kindness May 19 2021 'It made me cry. It made me think. It made me laugh'
Adam Kay Christie Watson was a nurse for twenty years. Taking us from birth to death and
from A&E to the mortuary, The Language of Kindness is an astounding account of a profession
defined by acts of care, compassion and kindness. We watch Christie as she nurses a
premature baby who has miraculously made it through the night, we stand by her side during
her patient's agonising heart-lung transplant, and we hold our breath as she washes the hair of
a child fatally injured in a fire, attempting to remove the toxic smell of smoke before the
grieving family arrive. In our most extreme moments, when life is lived most intensely, Christie
is with us. She is a guide, mentor and friend. And in these dark days of division and
isolationism, she encourages us all to stretch out a hand. 'A powerful insight into the life of
nurses' The Times, Books of the Year 'A remarkable book about life and death and so
brilliantly written it makes you hold your breath' Ruby Wax
Nurses On The Inside: Stories Of The HIV/AIDS Epidemic In NYC Oct 31 2019 Nurses On
The Inside details the stories of two nurses who witnessed the frontline of the early years of the
HIV/AIDS epidemic. Although some of the names, locations, and events have been changed or
dramatized, it is important to remember this: this is what really happened to them, and it

happened not only to them in New York, but in San Francisco, LA, Miami, and dozens of other
cities in the US. Ellen and Valery were not alone, there were hundreds of nurses who went
through this experience. They want to tell this story to give a voice to a generation lost,
allowing the world to remember. This history cannot be repeated.
The COVID Nurse Experience Jul 29 2019 Inside each room, there was a stretcher where the
patient would eventually be."They knew that this disease was out there and they should have
protected us prior to being exposed. We should have been protected": NurseOn this day, I was
moved to the intensive care setting. Just as I had predicted, the number of critically ill patients
is increasing."I definitely thought I was going to die and I told them I wanted to be DNR (Do Not
Resuscitate). I did not want to be intubated, I didn't want to go on any machine. I just didn't
want to do that. I didn't want to have that experience. I didn't want them to do that to my body":
NurseI returned to work to find an empty bed where my patient once was. I found out by
speaking to my colleague that he had died over the past few days."It was grueling, rewarding,
it was gross, it was eye-opening, it was humbling, all of that; it stretched me beyond what I
knew that I could possibly do": Nurse"When I first took my temperature, I'm going to be honest,
I cried. I cried like a baby": Nurse's aide."I felt like I was a soldier going to war, being deployed.
There was a moment when I felt very patriotic. And I felt equipped specifically for this kind of
battle because I'm a nurse and there's not that many people that could fill these roles":
Nurse"Oh my God, it was surreal because, I think, even though we were seeing, we were
hearing it on the news, it just became more of a reality, it just became more serious": Nurse
Man Up! Oct 04 2022
The Nurse's Not-so-secret Scandal Aug 22 2021 Between family nightmares and a series of
lousy men, nurse Roxie Morano's life is a disaster zone. But enigmatic (and gorgeous!) new
colleague Ryan "Fig" Figelstein is ignoring her hazard warnings--instead, he's signaling his
attraction! Now Roxie's bulletproof heart is at risk ... but dare she dream Fig will stick around
when he discovers all her secrets?
I Wasn't Strong Like This When I Started Out: True Stories of Becoming a Nurse Oct 24 2021
This collection of true narratives reflects the dynamism and diversity of nurses, who provide the
first vital line of patient care. Here, nurses remember their first “sticks,” first births, and first
deaths, and reflect on what gets them though long, demanding shifts, and keeps them in the
profession. The stories reveal many voices from nurses at different stages of their careers:
One nurse-in-training longs to be trusted with more “important” procedures, while another
questions her ability to care for nursing home residents. An efficient young emergency room
nurse finds his life and career irrevocably changed by a car accident. A nurse practitioner
wonders whether she has violated professional boundaries in her care for a homeless man
with AIDS, and a home care case manager is the sole attendee at a funeral for one of her
patients. What connects these stories is the passion and strength of the writers, who struggle
against burnout and bureaucracy to serve their patients with skill, empathy, and strength.
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